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•  Introduction for laser plasma physics
         - laser science, fusion & laser plasma accelerator-
•  Physics of Fast Ignition: 
       1. Relativistic laser plasma interactions
       2. Generation  of intense relativistic electron and  
           ion beams in dense plasmas
       3. Self generated magnetic fields and electron transport
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Relativistic laser plasma physics in Fast ignition

Laser intensity;  IL   ~ 2x 1020 W/cm2

  Electron fluid equation:
                          ∂p/∂t + v ∇p = ∂a/ ∂t +v×∇×a +∇φ   >
                            ∂/∂t (p-a) + v×∇× (p-a) = -∇γ + ∇φ 

   transverse motion:    ∂/∂t[∇× (p-a)]+∇× v×[∇× (p-a)] =0
   longiyudinal moion: ∂pl /∂t  = -∇γ + ∇φ ,  γ =(1+a2+pl

2)1/2

Back ground electron energy in the laser field;  εr = (γ-1)mc2 , 
γ   = [1+ (eA/mc)2]1/2 = [1+ IL/(2.4x1018W/cm2)]1/2 , So, εr ~  3~5 MeV 

Ion beam

 Laser produced 
relativistic electron beam 
and/or ion beam are 
discussed.



Bremsstrahlung diagnostic* confirms low hot 
electron temperature

  Single temperature fit shows hot electron temperature follows Beg’s 
scaling†: T(MeV) = 0.215(I18)1/3 

*C. Chen et al., HTPD conference 2008  

†F.N. Beg et al., Phys. Plasmas 4, 447 (1997) 

•  Fast electrons produce bremsstrahlung in target
•  Detected with image plates interleaved with filters
•  Detector response modeled with Th and ne as variables

                        Wilks scaling
Thot (MeV)= 0.5(1+IL/(2.4x1018W/cm2))1/2-1



Collision-less absorption in highly relativistic 
regime is relevant to Fast Ignition

•  There are very many experiments and simulations, 
but not well understood yet!

•  In this regime, density profile steepening is essential  
--> polarization dependent 

•  Steep plasma-vacuum surface oscillates by 2ω0 
oscillating ponderomotive force.--> Oscillating piston

•  The oscillating mirror producing many higher 
harmonics together with high energy electron 

    ---> many observation (Gibon etal, Gibbon, 1992)



Electron energy spectrum
M.Hains (PRL 102, 045008 (2009)), 
   Th = mc2 {[ 1+2(I/mncc3 )1/2]1/2 –1}

A.Kemp & Y.Sentoku (PHYSICAL REVIEW E 79, 066406 (2009))



Simulation on solid surface plasma 
interactions
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I have done a transversal mean over 2 μm of the electron density ne, the longitudinal electric 
field Ex, and the transverse electric field Ey to have only the 1D behaviour without fluctuations. 
Note that electrostatic field is quasi longitudinal has I used a Super-gaussian laser field plane 
wave. In the same region I extract f(x,px,t) 

Laser



Video of all observables over ~2 laser cycles
-Oscillating piston-

Let’s have a look at the time evolution of the phase space dynamics. 
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Frequency specrum of Ex(x~10.01 μm)

TF~exp(-i2πt/Τ) Fourier transform 

2nd harmonic 
longitudinal 
oscillation  
due to 
pnderomotive  
force 

4th harmonic of  
2 ω0 ponderomotive 
force 

 higher harmonics of 
longitudinal oscillations 

Higher Harmonics are small in  
comparing to 2ω0  oscillation 

0.1 1.0



Generation of Relativistic Electrons on Solid Surface
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Oscillating piston model-1

0

Laser amplitude A: normal incidence

 Electron fluid dynamics
(uniform in y direction):

Canonical momentum: Py = py-a =0
∂u/∂t = ∂φ /∂x- ∂γ /∂x
  γ= (1+a2+u2)1/2  , where u=γ vx
  ∂n/∂t + ∂(nu/ γ )/∂x= 0
 ∂ 2φ/dx2 = n- n0
  When n0 >>1, a0

2 >>1 
  (at IL~ 1020W/cm2 , they are 20~100) 

 
 Then, in solid plasma, electron inertia can be neglected as the first order;
∂φ /∂x- ∂

γ
 /∂x =0. So, n = n0 +∂2γ/∂x2  >n0 in evanescent region : x>d).

na/γ =0



Oscillating piston model-2 

 a(x,t)=

 a(x,t)=

For standing

Electrons are expelled completely by the radiation pressure.

At x =d(t) , ∂φ /∂x =∂γ /∂x  : force balance yields  

=
 px = γ dd(t)/dt
      ~ 2a0

2/n0
3/2

 n0 ~ γ0 ~a0  -->
 px ~ a0

1/2 ~ IL
1/4



Oscillating piston model-3

Because of oscillation of ponderomotive force, 
electrostatic potential is modified as follows



Oscillating piston model-4

Electrostatic potential

- E0 x/d2

Equations in 0<x <d : ion sheath layer Equations in x<d



Electron acceleration by piston

n0 and a0

d



Particle dynamics



Particle behavior



Energy distribution



Summary on the laser produced hot electron

Energy and laser intensity scaling low for the 
relativistic electron generated on the solid surface are 
still open question.
                         Th ~   ( IL/λ2)1/4~1/3

is probable for a clean laser pulse.
Two component hot electrons from outside and inside 
at the laser-plasma boundary.

Further analysis for the scaling into the ignition scale 
plasma is necessary.
It is very important for the Fast Ignition.



Mechanisms of laser-acceleration of ions 
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Surface contaminant (H2O) 

 H+  ion 

Bulk Target (Al) 

e- 
 H+/other  ions 

Laser: 
few J / ~1 ps (>10 TW)  
Iλ2 >1018 W cm-2 μm2 

Incident 
laser 

R. Snavely et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 
85, 2945 (2000). 

Y. Sentoku et al., 
Phys. Plasmas 10,  
2009 (2003) 

S.J. Gitomer et al., 
Phys. Fluids 29, 
2679 (1986) 

if target is heated  efficient acceleration of heavy ions  
[M. Hegelich et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 085002 (2002).] 



Break-Out After-burner(BOA), 
Radiation Pressure Driven A.(RPDA)

Simulation by S.Bulanov eal, Recently,very thin foil exp. 
with clean short pulse laserTrident, LANL 

T. Esirkepov, M. Borghesi, S. V. 
Bulanov, G. Mourou,  
and T. Tajima  Physical Review 
Letters,  92, 175003 (2004)  

Juan Fernandes, etal
LANL report, 2009



Requirements for electron fast heating
       Assume hot spark area density: ρr h:  0.6 g/cm2  
[ Electron heat deposition range ]
     Imploded plasma density :   1000times solid density  
      ρh ~ 200g/cm3 
     Hot spark radius:   r h ~  30μm   
     εh < 3MeV  <----  2 ρr h ~ 1.2 g/cm2  >range 
     not too high energy
•   Total energy of DT hot spark : 3NhTh ~ 5kJ -> 10kJ
•                           where Nh ~ 2×1018 , Th ~ 10keV 
•   Heating efficiency of 10 % then: total laser energy: 100kJ
[Electron beam forcus]
     Heating e-beam diameter:  60 μmφ  
      Distance from heat deposition point to hot spark: 100μm
     Beam divergence full angle:    0.6 radian ~ 30o 



Self generated magnetic field

Y.Sentoku, K.Mima
Phys.Rev.E(2002)

R.Kodama, etal
POP. 2002



Two-dimensional PIC simulation for relativistic
electron transport in over dense plasmas
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Y.Sentoku, K.Mima, S.Kojima, and H.Ruhl,
Phys.  Plasmas 7, 689 (2000)

M.Honda, J.Meyer-ter-Vehn, and A.Pukhov,
Phys.  Plasmas 7, 1302 (2000),and
Phys. Rev. Let. 85, 2128 (2000)

 Beam electron density,
 Plasma electron density of return current, and 
Total ion density at ω pt =400.

Longitudinal 2D
a=3 , n/nc =20

Transverse 2D
γb=10 , n/nc =10

Ion immobile

Ion mobile

Ion mobile
& Collision

Quasi static B-fields

Laser



Weibel Instability

Transversely Fluctuating Magnetic Field Separate 

Two Electron Streams 



Growth Rate of  Weibel Instability and Two Stream 

Electrostatic instability

c/ωpe

Γ/ωpe

nh/nc= 0.1



3MA/1MeV electron flow up-ward in the plane
Break-up into small filaments and self-organized
Excess entropy may be emmitted through electron loss.
About 40% of initial electron is confined in the channels.





When immobile ion;   ωc = constant = ω0

τΜ  = λ2 ωpe
2 /(2 c2 ω0)  ∝ σ ∝ λ2

  From Ampere’s low, -∂Bz/ ∂y = μ0jx,   ∂Bz/ ∂x = μ0jy, 
Where Jx =-ene ux, Jy =-ene uy

Therefore ,   u⊥ = √ ux
2 + uy

2 = 2 c2 ωc/ (λ ωpe
2)

Average merging time:  τΜ = λ/ u⊥  = λ2 ωpe
2 /(2 c2 ωc)

    λ2  = σ  : one filament occupation area 



 Number of filaments: N,  constant magnetic field,
 The magnetic energy is conserved
 Nσ = N0σ0 = constant

 When immobile ion,  τM ∝ 1/Ν,  to obtain

where, 1/ τM = (2ln2 c2 ω0)/ (σ0 ωpe
2  ), 

             initial filament size:    σ0 ∼ c2/ ωpe
2 

 1 +   ( t -  t0)/ τM

---->  1/t



Temporal Evolution of Total Number of Beams

t-1



Control of Hot Electron Angular Divergence

E = ηJc= - ηJh

Cone needle concept
Kodama,Nature, 2005
U-Rochester 2010.9.
To be experimental test

Osaka Univ.
Double cone !
2010.10. to be 
tested



3-D PIC simulation of laser propagation and absorption in the cone target

1mm

The focused intensity reaches 20 times larger
 than I0.

ILE  OSAKA

Short pulse laser is  focused and generated 
REB  is pinched in a cone target

B field profile

Electron energy
density 
distribution

Magnetic field 
  ;B/B0   and 
energy density 
normalized
 by ncmc2



Can electron spread be 
controlled?

•  Experiments and models show lateral cooling 
in wires 
–  Electrons diverge only a few degrees leaving long 

wire
–  losing energy at surfaces by accelerating 

protons

•  ILE double wall cone?

•  Magnetic collimation?
–  Resistive path produces guiding field? 

Z.L. Chen et al., PRL 96, 084802 (2006) 

R. Kodama et al., Nature 432, 135 (2004) 

A. Robinson et al., PoP 14, 083105 (2007)) 



Electron paths affected 
by prepulse

•  Prepulse generated plasma fills cone tip 
•  Electrons move freely in that conducting volume 
•  And laser focus could be substantially changed by plasma 

5.5 mJ 100 mJ 

20080819s1 

Log 
intensity 

scale 

750 μm 

20070830shot6 

1 J 
Linear 
scale 

20080819s2 

Are these electrons useful?  



Cone is introduced for enhancing  energy coupling 
efficiency

DT core 

Corona 

e- 

e- 

1. Single Cone target 2. Double-cone target 

Corona 

DT core 
e- 

E and B fields are generated and e-beams are 
confined in the vacuum layer

Return current

H. Cai etal., PRL, 2009



Hot electron energy density for 
single cone and double cone

Single cone

Double cone

1ps
1.5psHongbo Cai, etal PRL 2009



Hot Electron Orbit in the Cone



Temporal Evolution of Magnetic Fields



Growth of B-Fields and Hot Electron into the Core

∂B/∂t = -∇×E
= ∇×ηJh +∇×[(∇nhTh)/n]



Summary
1.  Heating efficiency defined by  
                       ηT=  Wth/WL

2.   ηΤ   depends upon 4 processes like,
   ηT= ηF ηA ηTr ηD

3.   ηΑ  :Energy conversion into proper energy hot 
electrons  ---> Wave breaking

4.  ηTr : Transport efficiency includes electron divergence 
angle, elecro-magnetic field, and scatering

6.  ηD  :  energy deposition----> collisions, 
                                                      collective  stopping


